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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, a constitutive relation and failure
criterion of concrete material have been formulated. This formulation
considers the weak tensile strength, strain-hardening, and fracture
behavior of concrete. The mathematical constitutive relations of
concrete material are obtained and presented in both general tensor
form and matrix form for the plane stress and plane strain, axisymm~trical'
and general three dimensional stress conditions. The formulations
have been checked with the existing experimental results of the biaxial
stress state condition and good correlation between theoretical and
experimental results are observed.
A finite element program has been developed and used to
obtain solutions of various punch indentation problems of concrete as
well cas metal under the plane stress, plane strain, and axisymmetric
stress conditions. Six different punch indentation problems are
consider~d; these are the punch-indentation problems of a long
rectangular metal and concrete block resting on a rigid smooth bed
subjected to a rough rigid flat punch, the punch-indentation of a
concrete cylinder subjected to two equal and opposite rigid rough
flat punches along a diameter under the plane stres~ and plane strain
conditions, and the axisymmetric punch-indentation of concrete and
metal cylinders. In each case, load-deflection relations, stress dis-
tributions, displacement fields, and the elastic-plastic-fracture
boundary are obtained for the entire history of loading.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Approach
The development of three dimensional constitutive relations
for concrete material is essential in the analysis of complex reinforced
concrete structures. The behavior of concrete is very complicated,
and any mathemati~al model simulating the material behavior must employ
drastic idealizations.
Within the framework of continuum mechanics, there are
many rheological models [lJ which can be used for concrete. To date,
concrete has been idealized as a lin~ar e~astic material [2J, a linear
elastic-brittle material [3J, a nonlinear elastic material [4J, and a
linear elastic-perfectly plastic material [5J in the previous analytical
work.
Concrete does not actually fall into any of the aforementioned
idealizations. Though concrete usually fails abruptly, the strain it
can develop before failure oc~urs i~ large compared to a conventionally
so-called brittle material, such as glass. Considering the deformational
properties of concrete, it is apparent that elastic, plastic, and viscous
deformations are all possible, depending on the level of stress and
duration of loading. Hence, any mathematical constitutive relationships
to be used for concrete should be able to reflect elastic, plastic,
and viscous properties of concrete 'as well as predicting the sudden
failure of concrete which occurs after a certain amount of strain has
developed. Herein, as a first step toward this goal, concrete will
be postulated to be an isotropic, linearly elastic-plastic hardening-
fracture material. The effect of time is not considered.
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Even after these drastic idealizations, analytical solutions
of continuum formulations for concrete structures are often impossible.
Thereby, the finite element method, which reduces the problem to a
standard structural analysis problem, will be employed.
There have been many investigations of the punch-indentation
problem because of its significance with respect to practical appli-
cations such as: foundations, supports, roller, etc. In these inves-
tigations, the concrete punch-indentation problem has been solved for
linear elastic [6]"elastic-brittle [3J, and elastic-perfectly plastic
[5J material models. Also, plastic limit analysis (upper and lower
bounds) solutions are available [7J. Nevertheless, the entire load-
deformation relations of a concrete block subjected to a rigid punch
are still lacking. Herein, the elastic-plastic punch-indentation
problems of concrete blocks under plane stress, plane strain and axi-
symmetrical conditions will be studied in this dissertation.
1.2 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study is to develop the mathematical
constitutive relations of concrete which will describe the essential
!
features of concrete under short-term static loading conditions, in
another word, creep effect is not considered. The proposed constitu-
tive relation assumes concrete to be a continuous, isotropic, linear
elastic-plastic hardening-fracture material. The deformation of con-
crete is assumed to be small that the small deformation theory is
applicable in the present formulation.
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The problems of concrete blocks subjected to a rigid punch
is analyzed by means of the finite element method utilizing the
proposed constitutive relations of concrete. The constant strain
triangular element is used in the finite element program developed.
The singularity behavior observed in the li~ear elastic analysis is
neglected herein. The load-deflection relations, the stress distri-
butions, the displacement fields, and the spreading of yield and frac-
tured zones throughout the entire loading history are obtained.
No experimental work is carried out herein. The comparisons
of the present formulations and the present solutions are mad with the
existing experimental results or existin~ analytical solutions, which
ever is available.
1.3 Organization of the Presentation
The organization of the presentation of this work, which is
to develop the mathematical constitutive relations of concrete and to
apply these relations to the punch-indentation problems of concrete,
is as follows:
In Chapter 2, a new loading function which idealizes concrete
as isotropic, linearly elastic-plastic hardening-fracture material is
proposed. This loading function, which is essentially a combination of
isotropic and kinematic hardening models of classical theory of plasti-
city, will represent the initial discontinuous (initial yield) surface
and the failure surface as two extreme conditions. This function is
expressed in terms of material constants which can be evaluated directly
-4-
from existing experimental data. It should be noted that by the
proper choice of material constants, the present proposed function can
be reduced to the von Mises form us~d frequently as the subsequent
yield function in metal plasticity.
Based on the general stress-strain relations formulation
in Chapter 2, the stress-strain relations of concrete for the plane
stress, plane strain, axisymmetric, and general three dimensional cases are
obtained and presented in Chapter 3. These are written in the explicit
matrix forms which can be used directly in stiffness matrix methods.
A computer program EPFFEP, short for Elastic-Plastic-Fracture
Finite Element Program, which is developed as a part of this study
for the purpose of obtaining the numerical solutions of the proposed
problems, is briefly described in Chapter 4.
Using the proposed stress-strain relations and the computer
program, EPFFEP, solutions of various two dimensional and axisymmetric
punch-indentation pr9blems are presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
In Chapter 5, the indentation of a rectangular block of
infinite length resting on a rigid smooth bed subjected to a rigid rough
strip of flat punch is studied (Fig. l(a». The plane strain assumption
is used in obtaining the solution. As a special case~ the punch-inden-
tation problem of a von Mises material is also considered. Comparisons
of the present solution with existing solutions are made.
The indentation of a concrete cylinder under two transverse
rigid rough punches is studied in Chapter 6. Both plane strain and plane
-5-
stress assumptions are use~ (Fig. l(b). The numerical solutions
obtained are used to check the existing formula proposed to predict
the tensile strength of concrete in split-tensile test.
In Chapter 7, the indentation of a concrete cylinder and a metal
cylinder by two concentric rigid rough punches along the longitudinal
direction is studied (Fig. l(c»).
Chapter 8 summarizes the conclusion 'of this study and gives
an outline of possible future developments.
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2. STRESS-STRAIN RESPONSE AND STRENGTH OF' CONCRETE
2.1 General
Most analytical investigations of concrete structures are
limited to uniaxial loading conditions or flexural problems where
only the uniaxial stress-strain relationship [8,9.] is needed. In
reality, however, many parts of concrete structures are subjected
to complex stress states in service. There is an urgent need for
information regarding stress-strain response and failure criterion
of concrete in order that refined techniques such as the finite
element method can be used to analyze concrete structures.
There have been many investigations of the failure criterion
of concrete. Numerous experiments were performed, and various initial
discontinuous limit and failure functions were proposed [10J. In the
previous analytical work, concrete has been idealized as an isotropic
linear elastic-brittle [3J, orthotropic nonlinear elastic-fracture [4J,
and a linear elastic-perfectly plastic material [5,11J. Herein, concrete
is modeled as a linear elastic-plastic s/train hardening-fracture
material.
It is the aim of this chapter to formulate the initial
discontinuous function, loading functions, and failure function of
concrete as well as to derive elastic-plastic stress-strain relation-
ships of concrete from the classical theory of plasticity [12J. The
functions proposed are not only mathematically simple but also model
closely the behavior of the real material.
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2.2 Review of Previous Investigations
Most experimental investigations of the strength of concrete
under biaxial stress states show very good agreement with each other
[13,14,15,16,17J with only slight deviations in~the region near the
equal biaxial stress state (Fig. 2(b». These deviations are possibly due to
factors such as testing machine characteristics, loading time, moisture
content, etc. The experimental results from Ref. 18, however, show
very large differences with respect to the results of the other in-
vestigations. This difference is likely the result of the technique
used in developing a well defined biaxial stress state in the test
specimens.
Experimental investigations ·on the strength and behavior of
concrete under triaxial states of stress are not abundant [19,20J.
There are still questions regarding the accuracy of these experimental
results [19J~ However, the shape of the failure function in principal
stress space is known to be approximately as shown in Fig. 2(a) and may
be approximated either by a pyramid (triangle shown in the figu~e) or
a paraboloid (dashed circle in the f'igure) with a proper tension cutoff.
A survey of failure criteria and the limitations of the
individual theories can be found in Ref. 21 and will not be repeated
here. One of the most generally accepted type of failure criterion
for granular media such as concrete, soil, and rock assumes that the
octahedral shearing stress at failure is a function of the octahedral
normal stress [22,23J. There have been several failure functions
proposed for concrete under a biaxial state of stress [4,18J and a
triaxial state of stress [19J. Most of these functions are expressed
in terms of octahedral normal and octahedral shear stresses with only
some terms different from each other and are aimed at the prediction
of the failure of concrete only. If these functions are to be used
as loading functions to derive the stress-strain relations by the
method of the theory of plasticity, the necessary mathematical mani-
pulations would b~ very complicated and lengthy.
2.3 Some Mechanical Properties of Concrete
In discussing the mechanical behavior of concrete, it is
possible to examine its behavior under uniaxial ,loading without losing
the generality.
A typical concrete stress-strain curve under uniaxial loading
is shown in Fig. 3. The stress-strain curve is generally nonlinear.
However, when stress is below 30 to 60% of the ultimate stress, the
stress-strain behavior is almost linear, this part is shown as curve
OA in the figure. Although a small amount of permq.nent deformation does
occur in this range, mosf'o,f the deformation is recoverable. As the load is increased,
internal disruption of t~e material structure begins to occur. The
,;
deformation, OD, associated with t~is disruption is irrecoverable in a
\t
manner similar to 'the permanent Pl;!stiC deformation of metal. Point A
is therefore called an elastic l~mit [171 or discontinuous point [22J,
This point is equivalent to the initial yield point in the theory of
plasticity. At about 75 to 90% of ultimate load, small cracks or
fissures appear on the surface of the concrete test specimen. These
cracks spread and interconnect until, at ultimate load, the specimens
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are completely disrupted and fracture into a large number of separate
pieces. The characteristics of the dotted unloading curve, BE, shown
in Fig. 3 are very much dependent on testing machine characteristics
and are not well defined yet. Herein, the ultimate stress point, B,
will be taken as the fracture point. It is important to note that
unloading in the plastic range, AB, follows path CFD, and permanent
deformation, CD, occurs under unloading. The actual reloading path
follows curve DGC. Nontheless, the deviation of DGC to DFC is usually
negligible, and the reloading path in the present work is assumed to
follow DFC for ease of mathematical manipulation.
Experimental studies [4,15,17,24,25J indicate that for concrete
under uniaxial loading, the ultimate compr~ssive strain is in the order
of 0.004 in/in, the strain at maximum strength is about 0.002 in/in,
the ultimate tensile str?in is about 0.001 in/in, and the ratio of
maximum compressive strength to that of tensile strength is about 10.
In summary, the important properties of concrete may be
stated as follows and are equally applicable for concrete under com-
bined states of stress as well ·as for uniaxial states:
1. Tensile strength is much weaker than compressive strength.
2. Although concrete can develop a significant amount of strain
both before tension failure and compression failure, it will
either crack or crush instead of flowing after reaching failure.
3. The stress-strain relationship is generally nonlinear.
However, when stress is below 30 to 60% of the ultimate
stress, the relationship is almost linear and the deformation
is recoverable. -10-
4. Hydrostatic pressure has significant infl~nce on~discontinuity
and failure of concrete. However, compressive hydrostatic
pressure alone cannot cause either yielding or failure of
concrete.
It is necessary to define the failure surface, the initial
discontinuous surface, and the loading surface, before proposing
mathematical functions describing these surfaces.
The failure surface is defined in stress space such that once
the stress state reaches this surface the material will completely rup-
ture and can not resist any further loading. In other words, the
stresses in the failure zone of material will drop to zero. The
initial discontinuous surface is a surface which can solely be reached
by elastic action. If unloading takes place within this surface,
no permanent deformation o~curs. This initial discontinuous surface
of concrete is mathematically equivalent to the initial yield surface
of metal. If the metal straining is continued beyond the initial
yield surface, a new subsequent surface will be developed and permanent
deformation due to yielding will occur after unloading. Similarly, if
concrete is stressed beyond its initial discontinuous surface, a new sub-
sequent discontinuous surface, will be developed and micro-crack will
propagate in the concrete resulting in irrecoverable deformation upon
unloading. Similarly to metal, if concrete is unloaded and then reloaded,
additional irrecoverable deformation will not occur until this.new
subsequent discontinuous surface is reached. This new subsequent
discontinuous surface is termed herein as the loading surface.
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2.4 Failure Function and Initial Discontinuous Function
It is assumed that the criterion for the failure of concrete
is dependent on deviatoric stresses (pure shear stresses) and hydro-
static pressure. Two different but similar functions will be utilized
to simulate the failure surface in the compression region and in the
tension-compression region [Fig. 4J~
The failure criterion will be a function of II' the first
invariant of the stress state, and J 2 , the second invariant of devia-
toric stresses. It is proposed that the failure functions have the
form:
For the compression region,
r 2
U
(1)
For the tension-compression region,
As Eqs. (1) and (2) are of the same form except the opposite signs
in ~he third terms, it is more convenient to ~ite these equations
in a compact form:
(2)
(3)
It is further assumed that the initial discontinuous surface
takes the same form as that of the failure surface:
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(4)
It should be noted that A ,If , A , and T in the above two equations
o 0 U U
are material constants, and the value of these for the compression
region and the tension-compression region can be determined from simple
tests.
Because the octahedral normal stress, cr
oct ' is equal to 11/3
and the octahedral shear stress, Tact' is equal to J(2/3 J 2), Eq.(l)
can be an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola" in cr t ~ T t stress space
C DC
depending on the values of~, that is;
~ < 3 ellipse
.~ = 3 parabola
~ > 3 hyperbola
(5a)
(5b)
(5c)
respectively. Since compressive hydrostatic pressure alone cannot
cause discontinuity or failure of concrete, Eq. (1) cannot be an ellip-
tical function and the value of ~ must therefore be equal to or greater
than 3. If ~ is greater than 3, Eq. (1) becomes a hyperbolic function.
To ensure the convexity of the failure curve in cr ~ T t space, the
oct DC
value of ~ must satisfy the condition:
A 2
~<3+-lL
,.. 2
U
(6)
However, the experimental study [25J shows that the parabolic
function can describe the failure behavior of concrete most reasonably.
Therefore, the value of ~ is set to be equal to 3, that is, parabolic
function is used herein.
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To ensure that the failure function for the tension-compression
region intersects the failure curve for the compression region only
once, the value of ~ in Eq. (2)may not be in between zero to -3, that is,
Eq. (2) must be either a hyperbolic or parabola function. From experimental
results, it is found to be more appropriate to assume Eq. (2) as a
hyperbolic function. It follows that the following two conditions
must be satisfied,
A 2
U
- 3 .?: ~~u
and
A 2 > 3 'T 2
U U
(7)
(8)
in order to assure convexity. Herein, ~ = 3 has been chosen because:
1) it can satisfy the above two conditions, 2) it is identical to the
value of ~ used in Eq. (1), and 3) it fits experimental result reason-
ably. The same arguments also apply to Eq. (4) for the initial discon-
tinuous curves.
As the stress states (f~, 0, 0), (f~, 0, 0), and (-fhe ,
-fbe, 0) must be on the failure surface, and the stress states (-fe' 0, 0),
(f
t
, 0, 0), and (-fhe , -fhe , 0) must be on the initial discontinuous
~urface, the material constants A , T 2, A , and ~ 2 can be expressed as
o 0 U U
the functions of £1, f , fl, f , fbi and f b • Herein, fl, £1, and fbi denote the. c c t tee etc
ultimate strength of concrete under uniaxial compressive loading,
~14-
uniaxial tensile loading, and equal biaxial loading respectively, while
f , f , and f b denote the initial discontinuous strength of concreteetc
under uniaxial compressive loading~ uniaxial tensile loading, and equal
biaxial loading respectively. With~ equal to 3 in both the compres-
sian region and the tension-compression region, these material constants,
A , r 2, A , and T 2 can be expressed as follows:
o 0 u U ,
For compression zone,
A f 12
-
1
u bc
-. =
f c 2fb~ 1
'T 2 3£ 1 _ 2£ ,2
U be be
(£1 )2 3(£ 1 _ 1)c bc
A f he
2
-
f 2
0 C
-=f' 2£ - fc bc c
'T 2 2£ 3
-
3fbc
2 £ + 2£ 20 1 c c c
(f' )2 3
2£ - fc· bc c
(9a)
(9b)
(9c)
(9d)
For tension-compression zone:
A 1 £1
U t
~= 2
c
,. a £1
u t
(£1 )2 =-6
c
A f
-
f
t0 cfT= 2
c
if 2 f . f
t0 C
(£1 )2 = 6
c
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(lOa)
(lOb)
(10c)
(lOd)
where fh~' f he , fe' £~ and f t are the nondimensionalized quantities of
fb~' f bc ' f c ' f~, and ft' with respect to f~.
If plotted in principal stress space, Eqs. (3) and (4) are
paraboloids in the compression region and hyperboloids in the tension-
cr3 as their axis, and the failure surface encloses the initial discon-
tinuous surface as shown in Fig. 4.
compression region. These surfaces have the line defined by cr = cr =1 2
If plotted in a biaxial principal
stress space, these equations give the curve shown in Fig. 5.
Good agreement with experimental results is obsetved.
2.5 Loading Function
The subsequent loading surfaces are bounded by the initial
disGontinuous surface and the failure surface and their shapes are
assumed to be similar in form to those of the initial discontinuous
surface and the failure surface. Accordingly, the kinematics of the
loading surfaces adopted herein is that the loading surface translates
along the cr1 = 02 = 03 axis and expands isotropically simultaneously.
In other words, the loading function is a combination of kinematic
hardening and isotropic hardening models used frequently in the theory
of plasticity.
In simple mathematical form, the function takes the form;
In the compression region:
f (0 .. )
~J 1 - !J. I3 1
-16-
= ,..2 (11)
In the tension-compression region:
Or in more compact form:
~ 'V2 2 1 2 Q
3 J 2 - 16 II ± 12 II + '3 IIf (a . . ) = ------- = 'j2
1.J 1 - Q I
3 1
In the two extreme cases, when the 'value of ,.2 approaches
T 2 or T 2, the value of aT2 + ~ must approach A and A , that is,
o u 0 U
the loading surface approaches the initial discontinuous surface or
failure surface respectively. Using these conditions, the constants
a and ~ can be expressed as:
(12)
( 13)
A'
-
A
u 0
O! = T 2 ,. 2
U 0
A 'T 2
-
A T 2
~ 0 u u 0T 2
-
'T 2
u 0
For the special case of the plane stress condition, the
(14)
(15)
that the subsequent loading curves start from the initial discon-
function given in Eq. (13) is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen
tinuous curve and move toward the failure curve in the following
manner: TheJsubsequent loading 'curves translate along the cr1 = cr2
line and expand isotropically simultaneously. If plotted in octahedral
shear and octahedral normal stress space, the subsequent loading curves
have the shapes shown in Fig. ,7.
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In Eq. (13), as well as in Eqs. (3) and (4), the invariant
J 2 represents a somewhat averaged shearing stress and II reflects
the hydrostatic pressure. The term ~ II reflects a special concrete
property that the tensile st.rength is much weaker than the compressive
strength. The parameter ~ controls the shape of the function. The
value of,.2 determines the rate of isotropic hardening while the
quantity }.I1 , reflects the kinematic translation of the subsequent
loading surfaces.
It is of interest to note that for the special case where
a and ~ are equal to zero, Eq. (11) reduces to the von Mises yield
criterion widely used in metal plasticity.
2.6 Incremental Stress-Strain Relations
From the assumed subsequent loading function, incremental
plastic or discontinuous stress-strai~ relations can be obtained from the
concept of normality condition [12J. According to this concept, the increment
of plastic strain vector is normal to the subsequent loading surface.
Denoting the general loading function by f(cr .. ), the normality of the
1.J
incremental plastic strain de? to £(cr .. ) requires that
1J 1J
pde ..1.J
= A -2.Locr ..1.J
(16)
where A is a positive proportionality factor depending upon the current
state of stress, cr .. , stress increment, dcr .. , and the stress history.
1J 1J
For a stable material, Eq. (16) may be written in the form,
pde ..
1J
== G -2.L df
00' ..1.J
-18-
(17)
where G is'a scalar function depending upon the current state of stress
and strain and the stress history but does not involve the incremental
stress.
Taking the inner product of Eq. (17) by itself, th~ value of
the scalar function G is obtained:
jde .p. de~.
G =' 1.J J~
df f-2L-2L
11\ ocr.. ocr ..
1.J' J1.
(18)
· h· h h ! of of. f · f h £1.0 W l.C t e term .. -~-- -~-- 1.8 a unctl.on 0 t e current state 0
> uO' •• ucr ..1J J1
stress and can be obtained directly from the current loading function,
and the quantity Jde? dot:~. indicates the history of the straining1J J l.
of the material and can be obtained when compared with simple experimental
results.
For simplicity, denote
H df
!de P de P
'\ rs sr
(19)
and use the relation,
df = --2L dcrocr mn
ron
(20)
then, Eq. (17) may be rewritten in the form:
-M.- -9L
def~ (JCYi ; aaron dO'=
H f-9L -9L1.J ron
\f ocr ocr
rs sr
-19-
(21)
Assuming that the total incremental strain, de .. , consists
~J
of two parts: eElastic incremental strain, de .. , and plastic incremental
1.J
p
strain, de .. , such that
~J
de .. ::= de.: + de.~
~J 1.J 1.J
Combining Eq. (22) with Eq. (21), the incremental elastic-plastic
strain-stress relationship is obtained:
(22)
(23)
where H. .1,0 is the elastic compliance matrix and H is the work hardening
~J1V1J
rate depending upon the current state of stress, strain and its
history. The determination of the values of H and the elastic compliance
matrix Hijkt will be explained further in the next section.
2.7" Comparison Between Theoretical and Experimental Stress-Strain Relations
The form of the functions describing the strain-hardening
rate, H, can be obtained directly from Eq. (19), if the stress history
and corresponding strain increments, Ide p de p are known from some~1 rs . sr'
simple tests. Herein, the experimental results reported in Ref. 17
is used for the determination of the strain-hardening rate function.
Figure 8 shows the experimental stress-strain relations
of concrete specimens 20x20x5 em subjected to biaxial stress combina-
tions in the compression and tension-compression regions. Defining
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the equivalent stress,
cr = If
e
and the equivalent plastic strain,
(24)
(25)
these "experimental stress-strain relations are plotted in terms of
cr and e:P in Fig. 9,. The strain-hardening rate, H, can be written in
,e
terms of the slope of the equivalent stress-strain curves,
H = 2cr . H'
e
: where dO'
H' e
de P
(26)
(26a)
Once the strain-hardening rates function is determined, the
stress-strain relations, Eq. (23), may be used for predicting concrete
behavior under all loading paths. Using Eq. (23) and the strain-
hardening rates from Fig. 9, the stress-strain relations correspond-
ing to various uniaxial and biaxial tests are calculated in Figs. 10
and 11 ~nd compared with experimental results reported in Ref. 17.
In general, good agreement is observed although there are some devia-
tions between' the theoretical and experimental stress-volumetric
strain curves when the stress level is high.
It can be seen that the (J '" eP curves [Fig. 9J form a narrow band
e
both in compression and tension-compression tests' with the exception
of the simple tension test. For the purpose of simplification, it
-21-
may be further assumed that there.is one strain hardening function in
the compression region and one in the tension-compression region which
can represent the behavior of concrete under any loading path in the
compression region and tension-compression region respectively.
Herein,. these two functions are assumed to be identical in form and
can be obtained from the uniaxial compression test (Fig. 12). The
theoretical stress-strain relations using the idealized strain-hardening
rate are compared in Figs. (13) and (14). It should be noted that the
initial discontinuous surface in all computations is as shown in
Figs. (15) and (16).
Following the classical theory of plasticity, the elastic-
plastic stress-strain curves of concrete can be obtained di~ectly from
the loading functiDns assumed [Figs. 15, 16J and the strain-hardening
rate obtained from the experimental result~{Fig. 9J, if the concept
of the normality condition is employed. Furthermore, since concrete
material will either crack or crush when it reaches failure, the failure
condition has to be imposed [Figs. 15, 16J.
The choice of the initial discontinuous surface is a matter
of definition just as is that of the initial yield point in metal.
The values of the discontinuous function used by various investigators
range from 0.3 to 0.75 of that of the failure function. It is noted
that the choice of the initial discontinuous surface has no major
significant influence on the values of the loading function (Table 1).
However, the choice of the initial discontinuous surface has an impact
on the validity of the normality assumption.
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The values of the cosine of the angle between the gradient
of the loading function,Vf, and the -incremental plastic strain vectors
are used to demonstrate the validity of the normality postulate for
concrete. Tables 2(a) and (b) show these values for the cases when
the initial discontinuous strength is assumed to be 30% and 60% of the
ultimate strength respectively. It is observed that the normality
assumption is more nearly satisfied in Table b than in Table a.
In conclusion, in the formulation of the theoretical stress-
strain relations contained herein: a) The strain-hardening rate func-
tions for the compression region and the tension region are assumed
to be similar in form (Fig. 12) and can be evaluated from the simple
uniaxial compression test. b) The discontinuous strength is 60% of
the failure strength and the normality assumption is valid. c) The
values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are assumed constant and
are determined at the initial discontinuous point along a uniaxial
compression loading path. These idealizations are employed in the
numerical solutions to the planar and axisymmetric punch-indentations
presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
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3. THE STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS OF CONCRETE
3.1 General
In the preceding chapter, the general formulation of the consti-
tutive relations of the granular material are p~oposed; powever, in uti-
lizing the present theory in the stress analysis of the continuum mechanics
problems, it is necessary to express the stress-strain relations expli-
citly in terms of the propose~ loading function. In the following sec-
tions, the stress-strain relations associated with the proposed loading
function are first formulated for the general three dimensional case
and" then reduced for the special cases of plane stress, plane strain
and the axisymmetric case. These stress-strain relations are written
in explicit matrix forms which can be used directly in the finite
element method.
3.2 Incremental Stress-Strain Relations of Concrete
When the state of stress is within the initial discontinuous
surface, Eq. (4), the material is assumed to be linear elastic. Wh-en
the material is stressed beyond the initial discontinuous surface, a
subsequent new discontinuous surface called the loading surface, Eq. (3),
replaces the initial discontinuous surface. This new loading surface
is specified by the new value of ~2 which depends on the strain harden-
ing properties of the material. If the material is unloaded and then re-
loaded, no additional irrecoverable deformation wi~11 occur until this
new value of ~2 is reached. If straining is continued beyond this'
new surface, further discontinuity occurs and additional irrecoverable
deformation results. In other words, at each stage of the history of
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loading, there is a loading surface in stress space containing all states
of stress which can be reached by elastic changes, and any straining
beyond this surface is accompanied by the irrecoverable deformation.
As discussed in Chapter 2, these loading surfaces, which are functions
of the history of loading, may be deemed to arise from translation and
isotropic expansion of the initial discontinuous surface, and the failure
surface is outmost extreme of the loading surface. Once the failure
surface is reached, the material is assumed to crack completely and
cannot sustain any further loading or unloading.
Accordingly, three types of stress-strain matrices are needed
in the analysis, namely,· linear elastic, elastic-plastic, and fractured
ones. For elastic loading and unloading,
neutral loading,
f (cr .. )
~J
and plastic unloading,
f (cr .. )
1J
= rr2 and d f ::: -2L dO' = aocr. . ij
1J
T2 and df = -2i- do < 0ocr. . ij1J
(27a)
(27b)
(27c)
all deformations are assumed to be linear elastic herein and the stress-
strain relations can be expressed as:
(28)
If the material is isotropic, the compliance matrix can be written in
terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio only:
-25.;..
Loading beyond the current loading surface can be WTitten as,
(29)
f (0" .. )
1J
= 'fa ,
ofd f = -~- dO". . > 0
U(j. • 1J
1J
(30)
and the deformation consists of both elastic and plastic parts. The
incremental stress-strain relations are obtained in Eq.(23) as:
Because the material is assumed to crack completely and
(31)
cannot sustain any further loading when the failure surface, Eq. (2),
is reached, the stresses are assumed to drop to zero and the stiffness
of the material is assumed to be zero.
In the finite element displacement method, the stresses should
be expressed as functions of strains instead of Eqs. (23) and (28).
The inversion of Eq. (28) offers no difficulty;
for isotropic material,
E uE
crij = 1 + U eij + (1+u)(1-2u) ekk °ij
(32)
(33)
In the inversion of Eq. (25), it is more convenient to WTite
Eq. (22) as:
e pde.. = dE: - de ..
. 1J ij 1J
-26-
(34)
From the incremental linear elastic stress-strain relations,
one obtains
(35)
Substituting Eqs. (22) and (17) into the above equation; one obtains
d = D (d G -2!- df)crkt k~ij €ij - ocrij
(36)
Substituting Eq. (36) into the identity,
ofdf == -- dcr
ocr - mn
mn
(37)
the following expression is obtained
df = '".:> of [D .. d€ .. - D .. G '".:> of dfJ
ucrmn mn1J 1J mn1J ocrij
(38)
By rearranging terms in Eq. (38), df can be expressed as
(39)
-.2L D
ocr mnij
ron
df = 1 + G -2!- D of de ij
ocr vwrs ocr
vw rs
By substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (36),
(40)
and, from Eqs. (18) and (19), the inversion .of Eq. (23) can be written
as,
dcrk.t = [Dk.tij - A qjk.tijJ deij
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(41)
where,
and
1 H J-M-~ = ocrpq ....Q..L + ....Q..L D ....Q..Locr ocr vwrs ocrqp vw rs (42)
By incorporating the loading function proposed, Eq. (14),
~k.tij = D ....Q..L...M... Dktmn ocr oat tuij
mn u
(43)
into Eqs. (42) and (43), the incremental elastic-plastic stress-strain
relations of concrete are obtained as:
1 E [ , 2 }A - (l+u) (1-2u). (1-2u) (2ij J 2 + 3p2) + 9u p2
where
and
~ijk.t = [ij(1-2u) Sij + (l+u) 8ij p}
x [ij(1-2u) Sk.t + (l+u) 8k.t p}
at
m = 1 - 3' 11
p = n II +
(<1 + B rf)
3
n= 3 - K:: in the compression zone18
(44)
(45)
(46a)
(46b)
(46c)
(46d)
n = -31~ ~ in the tension compression zone (46e)
In the present case, since ~ = 3, ~ is equal to 1 and n is equal to
a and 1/3 in the compression zone and the tension-compression zone
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respectively.
For the special case of metal, ~ and ~ are equal to zero,
?(2 is equal to 3 both in the .compression zone and the tension-c'ompres7
sian zone, m and ~ are equal to 1 and p is equal to zero. If these
values are substituted into Eqs. (44) and (45), the present formulation
is identical to that of Ref. (26).
3.3 Incremental Elastic-Plastic Stress-Strain Relations in Matrix Form
In stress analysis by the finite element method, it is more
convenient to express the incremental elastic-plastic stress-strain
relations in matrix form than in tensor form. In the following, the
stress-strain relations of concrete for three dimensionsl case will
be rewritten in matrix form and then reduced to the special cases of
plane strain, plane stress, and the axisymmetric case.
In the three dimensional case, the stress components in a
cartesian coordinates system are (J , cr , O'z' rrxy ' ".yz' and rr {Fig. 17 (a)),x y zx
and the corresponding engineering strains are e:
x'
€ y' ez' Yxy' Yyz' and
~I Equation (41) is rewritten as:
TZX •
dcr l-u-U)(p U-(JJ~12 u-w<.P 13 -w<J?14 -w<J?15 -tU~16 de:xx 11 xx
dO' l-u-wcp \J-w~23 -W<P24 -wiP 25 -w<P 2,6 de:yy- 22 yy
E
dcr = (l+u) (1-2u) l-u-w~ -W~34 -W(P35 -tU~36 dezz 33 zz
dO' SYMMETRIC 1-2u -W~45 -Wlp46 dy xy-Z--Wc.P 44xy
1-2u -W~56 dy yzdayz -2--ill~55
1-2u
dyzxdO' -2--ill~66zx
-29-' -(41)
where
; = {(l-ZU) (Z'Tf JZ+3 p2) + 9Up2} + mHx(l+~)(l-ZU) j"(Z'T)2 JZ + 3p2)
~ll = {(l-ZU)(~SXX+p) + 3Up}2
~12 = {(l-ZU)('ns +p) + 3Up} {(1-2U)(llS +p) + 3UP}
xx ..' yy
~13 = {(l-ZU)(~SXX+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU)(~SZZ+P) + 3UP}
~14 = { (l-Zu) (~Sxx+p) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) 'l1'1"xy}
~15 = {(l-ZU)(~SXX+p) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) ~'1"y~
~16 = {(l-ZU)(~SxX+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) ~'1"Z~
~ZZ = {(l-ZU) (l1Syy+p) + 3Up}2
~Z3 = {(l-ZU)(~Syy+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU)(~SZZ+P) + 3UP}
~Z4 = {(l-ZU) (~Syy+p) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) ~'1"Xy}
~Z5 = {(l-ZU)(~Syy+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) ~'1"y~
~Z6 = {(l-ZU)(~Syy+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) 'll'1"Z~
~33 = {(l-ZU)(~SZZ+p) + 3Up}2
~34 = {(l-ZU)(~SZZ+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) 'll'1"Xy}
~35 = {(l-ZU) ('llSzz+p) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) ~'1"y~
~36 = {(l-ZU)(~SZZ+P) + 3UP} {(l-ZU) 'T)'1"Z~
-30-
(jj = { (1-2u) 11'T'Xy} {(1-2U) l1'T'yz}45
(jj46 = { (1-2u) 11'T' } {(1-2U) l1'T'zJ
- xy
!Ii = { (1-2u) 11'T'yJ255
(jj = { (1-2u) l1'T'yz} { (1-2u) l1'T'zJ56
(jj66 = { (1-2u) l1'T'zJ2 (48)
In the axi-symmetrical case, the stress component in polar
coordinate system are cr , O'e' cr , and ~ e [Fig. 17.b], and the corres-
r z r
ponding engineering strains are €r' ee' €z' and ~re. Equation (41)
is written as
dO' l-u-wc,p U-{I)<P 12' u-w~13 -wc.P 14r 11
do-a E l-u-W9? u-W~23 -W~2422
== (1+\) (1-2u)
dO' l-u-wc.P
-wiI?34 dez 33 z
SYMM:ETRIC 1-2u
dYred'Tre -Z--W~44
(49)
where
; = { (1-2U) (21\2 J 2+3 p2) + 9Up2} +mH (l+u) (l-2U) 1(2112 32 + 3p2)E
(jj ={(1-2U) enS +p) + 3upf11 r
(jj ={ (1-2u) (118 +p) + 3UP} {(1-2U) CllSe+p) + 3UP}12 r
iJ? = {(1-2U) (118 +p) + 3UP} {(1-2U) (118 +p) + 3UP}13 r z
iJ? = { (1-2u) (118 +p) + 3UP} {(1-2U) 11 'T're}14 r
<p = {(l-ZU) (1\8 -I-p) + 3U p}222 e
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ip = { (1-2u) (118
e
+p) + 3UP}{ (1-2u) (118
z
+p) + 3UP}23
ip = { (1-2u) (1\8 e""l-p) + 3Up} { (1-2u) 11 'T're}24
ill 33 = { (1-2u) ellS +p) + 3Uprz
ip = { (1-2u) (1\8 +p) + 3UP} { (1-2u) 11'T're}34 z
ip = { (1-2u) 11'T're}244 .
In the plane strain case, as € ~ Y = Y 0, Eq. (41)
z xz yz
can be written as Eqs. (47) and (48) with corresponding rows ~nd
columns ruled out:
l-u-(J)cp u-w~12 -WCP1311
E l-u-(JJ~ -w'P 23(l+u) (1-2u) 22
SYMMETRIC 1-2u dYxy-2--w~33
where
~ = { (1-2u) (21f J 2 +3p2 ) + 9UP<l} + mH (l+~) (1-2u) J(2J2+3 p2)
ill = { (1-2u) (118 +p) + 3Up}211 xx
q; = { (1-2u) (118xx+P) + 3UP} {(1-2U) (118 +p) + 3UP}12 yy
ip = { (1-2u) (118xx+p) + 3UP} {(1-2U) 11'T'xy}13
ip = {(1-2U) (118 +p) + 3upf22 yy
q; = { (1-2u) enS -fop) + 3UP} { (1-2u) 11"Xy}23 yy
ip = { (1-2u) 11'T"xyf33
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(50)
(51).
(52)
One should realize that 0' is not zero in the plane strain
z
case, in the elastic range, 0' is simply:
z
0' = u(cr + cr )
z x y (53)
In the plastic range, by forcing the total incremental strain component
in z direction, de , be equal to zero, one can obtain
z
dO'
zz
= ----l-~~~f~ {-EU(dO' +dcr )1 + G~ u xx yy
E ocr II ocr
ZZ zz (54)
.. G -2L (~dO +~ dO' + z.:.M- d,. )}Ocr ocr xx 00' YY 0rr xy
zz xx yy xy
where
(55)
In the case of metal, since incompressibility condition holds:
de .. P = 0
1.1.
(56)
The incremental stress in z-direction can be obtained as
dO' = - {....£L dO' + -.2.L dcr + 2~ dO' } /....£L
zz ocr xx 00' YY ocr xy ocr
xx yy xy zz
(57)
In the plane stress case, with the assumptions that (j ::::l
Z
,.
'T = 0, Eqll (41) can be written as
xz yz
I-wepll u-w<P12 -U)~13
E l-w'P 22 -w'P 23 de: (v58)= l-u2 yy
SYMMETRIC I-v d'YxyT-w'P 33
-33"
where
~11 = {n(1-U) S - lluS + (l+u) Pfxx zz
~ = {i)(l-U) S - lluS +. (l+u) p} {i)(1-U) s
-' ijuS + (l+u) p}12 xx zz yy zz .
~13 = {i)(l-U) s - lluS + (l+u) p} {i)(l-U) "Xy}xx zz
~ = {i)(l-U) s - lluS + (l+u) Pf22 yy zz
~ = {i)(l-U) s - lluS + (l+u p} {i)(l-U) "Xy}23 yy zz
~ = {i)(l-U) "Xy}2 (59)33
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4. THE APPLICATION OF THE FINITE ELEl1ENT
METHOD TO CONCRETE PROBLEMS
4.1 Introduction
Since the literature on various aspects of the theory and
application of the finite element method are abundant [27,28,29,30J,
herein only the basic principles of the finite element method relevant
to the present work will be briefly reviewed. An excellent state-of-
art report on applications of the finite element method relevant to
reinforced concrete structures has been given elsewhere [31J recently
and will not be repeated here.
4.2 Review of the Finite Element Method
The finite element method as applied to a continuum may be
divided into three steps: (1) structural discretization, (2) evaluation
of the element generalized stress-strain relations, and (3) structural
analysis 'of the element assemblage.
The structural discretization is the subdivision of the
original continuous system into an assemblage of discrete elements.
Judgement is required in making the subdivision because the analysis
is performed only on this substituted structure and the results are
valid·only to the extent that the behavior of the discretized struc-
tures simulates the actual situation.
In the evaluation of the element generalized stress-strain
relations, either minimum potential energy theorem or virtual work
principle may be used. The criterion for the convergence and validity
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of the former method has been established, however, its applicability
is limited only to the elastic conservative system. Though the criteria ~
for the convergence of the virtual work principle applied to the non-con-
servative system has not been proven mathematically, all the solutions
to the elastic-plastic materials obtained using this approach are reported
to be successful [27,28,30J.
Since the elements are assumed to be interconnected only at ,
a limited number of nodal points, the essential· stress-strain character-
istics of an element are represented by the generalized relationship
between the forces at the nodal points and the corresponding displace-
ments resulting therefrom. This force-displacement relationship may
be expressed most conveniently by the stiffness matrix of the element
and be derived in the following manner.
.
Since the displacement rates or increments, [u(x,y,z)}, at
any point within the element can be expressed as functions of the
.
nodal displacement increments, [a},
. .
[u} = [N] [o} = [N. N. N ---J
1 J m
(60)
in which the components of matrix [N] are functions of the position of
the point considered and are dependent on the displacement functions
assumed. The compatibility conditions may be satisfied by proper choices
of the displacement functions.
With the displacements known at all points within the element,
the corresponding strain rate field in the element can be determined.
-36-
. .
fe} = [B] [a}
in which [B] is the strain-displacement relation matrix.
The stress-strain rate relationship can also be expressed
in matrix fo.rm as
. .
fa} = [D] [e}
where [D] is a matrix containing the appropriate constants of the
material properties.
(61)
(62)
Let a virtual displacement, fa*}, be applied at the nodes of
the element. Denoting the transpose of a vector (matrix) by a super"
script T, the external rate of virtual work done by the incremental
nodal forces, fF}, due to these virtual displacement increments is
and the internal rate of virtual energy dissipation is
• T •[e*} [crJ
(63)
(64)
.. .
where [e*} is related to [5*} by Eq. (61), and is independent of [cr},
. .
and [F} equilibrates fa}.
Equating the external rate of virtual work to the internal
rate of energy dissipation and using Eqs. (61) and (62), one obtains
(65)
For an arbitrary rate of virtual displacement, [8*}, Eq. (65) becomes
. .
[F} = [k] f5}
in which the element stiffness matrix, [k], is defined by
[k] = J [B]T [D] [B] d(vol)
vol
(66)
(67)
Once the elemeht stiffness matrices are defined, the corres-
ponding structural stiffness matrix can be assembled by the proper
allocations of the element stiffness matrices,
[K] = ~ [k]
The overall equilibrium relations~ip is then expressed as a set of
simultaneous equations:
. .
[F} = [K] ~u}
. .
where [F} is the total load increment vector and [u} is the total
displacement increment vector.
These equations along with proper boundary conditions can
be solved by any standard solution technique.
4.3 Numerical Solution Techniques
Numerical solution techniques which have been used for
nonlinear finite element programs may be classified by the following
methods:
(a) iterative methods
(b) incremental methods
(i) initial strain-initial stress method
(ii) modified stiffness method
~38-
(68)
(69)
(c) mixed methods, in which the above two methods are combined.
The advantages and disadvantages of these procedures have been discussed
in detail in Refs. 27 and 32 and will not be repeated here.
The procedure suggested by Yamada et a1 [26J is followed
closely herein, as it enables one to trace the sequential yielding of
the elements in the correct order. The procedure used in this work
can be summarized" as follows:
1. Apply an initial loading, calculate the elastic stresses
and displacements.
2. Calculate for every element an initial scaling yield factor
y. and search for the minimum, (y.) . , scale the stresses,
~ 1 m~n
displacements, and loads computed in step one by (y.) .•
1 ffi1n
The evaluation of this scaling factor y. will be discussed
1
in the next section.
3. Compute new elastic-plastic element stiffness matrix for the
element at yield.
4. Modify the structural stiffness matrix, apply a small dummy
loading increment, solve for the unknown displacements and
evaluate the corresponding stress field.
5. Calculate for every elastic element a yield scaling factor,
Y , to be applied to the current load increment in order toy
reach yield in that particular element, and calculate for
every plastic element a fracture scaling factor, Yf' to be
applied to the current load increment in order to reach
fracture in that particular element. The evaluations of
Yy and Yf will also be discussed in the next section.
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6. Determine the minimum scaling factor (y) . from both groups,
ml.n
yy and Vf •
7. Scale pertinent data by this factor (y) . and obtain total
ml..n
stresses, displacements, and loads.
8. If the required load level is 'reached, stop the execution,
otherwise, return to step 3.
In some instances, several elements instead of a single one
can be allowed to yield or fail in the same loading increment in order
to shorten the computation time. The guidelines for doing so are (1)
set the number of elements to be yielded or fractured at a fixed number
and (2) the differences between (y) . and the values of the scaling
ml.n
factors of the elements to be yielded or fractured should not be greater
than a fixed tolerance factor.
4.4 Scaling Factors
Herein, y. is called the initial yielding factor as it scales
1..
the load-deformation curve up to the point where nonlinear behavior will
start to occur.
If the initial elastic state of stresses of the element is
denoted by cr •• , the corresponding value, "T
e
2
, of the loading function
1J
as g~ven by Eq. (13) will be much smaller than the initial yield value,
~02. The current value 7
cur
may be expressed as follows:
'i" 2 =[~ 1 - 1 -= f (0 .. ) (2 (J. • (J .... - (J 2)e 1J l..J J1 6 mm
(70)
(J 2 + ~ crmmJ/(l a- \..f-. n rom .. "3 O"mm)
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where
-
3 -~ then - in tension-compression zone36
3 -?(2 in the compressionn == 36 zone
(71)
In order to scale the value of T 2 to T 2, a factor, y., is needed to
e 0 ~
scale ~p the element stresses. This can be expressed mathematically
as,
". 2
o
[{~ 1 - - 1 - 2 -}f(Y i O"ij) = 3 ('2 O"ij O"ji - 6' O"mm) + uO"u.u: y i 2
+ ~ ~mm yiJ/(l - ~ ~mm Yi) =
Solving the above quadratic equation for y.,
1.
(72)
where
y. =
1.
b ± /b~ - 4ac
4a (73a)
a - ~ (1 ~ -;: _1. ~ 2) + n; 2
- 3 2 ij ji 6 rom rom
A0-b = - (J3 nun
(73b)
(73c)
(73d)
Among the solutions obtained by Eq. (73a), the minimum positive one
is the needed initial yielding factor.
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The yield scaling factor and fracture scaling factor are
necessary in the construction of the load-deformation curves after the
structure begins to behave nonlinearly. In evaluating the yield
scaling factor which is needed for the elastic element, one denotes
the current state of stresses as cr .. (see point A, Fig. 18) and
1J
obtains the current value T 2 of the loading 'function as;
cur '
T 2
cur
- [7(cl 1- - 1- 2£(0' •• ) = -3 (-2 cr .. cr .... -6 cr )1J 1J J1 rom
(74)
In order to scale the value of T 2 to T 2, the incremental stresses
cur 0
Y A cr are added to the current state of stresses, cr .. , and the valuey 0 ij 1J
of loading functiDn becomes:
'T 2 f (cr .. + Y ~ CJ •• ) - [~{-! - -- 3 2 (0.. + Y ~ (J •• )
0 1J Y 1J 1.J Y 1.J
X (0" .. + Y ~ cr .. ) .. 1 (0' + Y t, 'CYrom) 2}J1 Y J1 6 mm· y
2
+.§. y t,-;;: )J;+ n(a + y 1:1 cr ) (0" +nun y rom 3 rom y rom
a (~ + y ~ ~mm)}3 mm· y
Rearranging the terms, the above equations can be rewritten as a
quadratic equation of yy
(75)
where
ay 2 + 2by + cy y o (768.)
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(76b)
. {~1- I - A }6 (j ) - 1 0 -b =~2 (- cr D. (j __ - - (j + n (j 60' +--6cr
. 3 2 ij J~ 6 mm nn rom nn 2 3 nn
c = K: 1- - 1 - A- a o- rr 2(2" (j - - cr - - --cr 2) + n cr +-cr -3 1J J1 6 mm rom 3 nn 0
solving the quadratic equation for y
(76c)
(76d)
y =y
- b ±Ib2 - ac
a
(77)
Among the solutio~s obtained by Eq. (77), the'minimum positive one is
the needed yield scaling factor.
The fracture ~ca1ing factor Which is needed for elements
already yielded can be derived in a similar manner and may be expressed
as (see ~ig. 18, point B)
- b' ± Ib I 2 - ac I
a
where
~ 1- 1 A
c' = -3 '(-2 (31.- J. a _. -, -6 ~ 2) + n -cr 2 + 3U ~ - T 2J1. rrun rom nn u
Among the solutions obtained by Eq. (78a), the minimum positive one
is th~ needed fracture scaling factor.
(78a)
(78b)
(78c)
4.5 . The Description of Program EPFFEP
Based on the formulations and procedures described, a computer
program, EPFFEP, abbreviation of Elastic-Plastic-Fracture-Finite-Element-
Program, is developed for the numerical'solutions.
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The program EPFFEP, using the constant strain triangle element,
has been used successfully to solve plane stress, plane strain (Chaps. 5,
6) and axisymmetric problems (Chap. 7) of isotropic, homogeneous, elastic-
plastic straining-fracture continuum systems subjected to force, displace-
ment, or mixed boundary conditions. Although only concrete and metal
have been handled in the thesis, the program is developed in such a
general manner that it can be modified to include other non-linear
behavior of materials.
Any program which is developed in such a mapner as EPFFEP
will certainly exceed the storage capacity limit of most computers.
A finite element p~ogram can however be divided into a series of well
defined steps and each step can be executed independently of the others.
The overlay feature of most computers can therefore be utilized elegantly
in the development of the program [32J.
In most elastic-plastic problems, only a limited portion
of the structural stiffness matrix needs to be modified during each
increment of loading. The partitioning scheme .used in Ref. 27 is there-
fore used herein. The subroutine SINV developed in Ref. 33 is employed
to inv~rt the submatrices ~esulted from the partitioning of the simultan-
eous equations of equilibrium. By proper handling of the temporary tape
sto+age facility of' the computer, the partitioning scheme can be used very
efficiently in solving elastic-plastic problems especially when the modi-
fied stiffness method is used.
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The output from the computer program includes the stresses
of the elements and nodal points, the principal stresses of the elements,
the displacements of the nodes, the residual forces due to truncation
error in the solution of the simultaneous equations, and the spreading
of yield zone, for each load increment.
A brief flow chart which outlines the flow sequence of the
program is given in Fig. 19. Details of the application of program
EPFFEP are illustrated in Chaps. 5, 6, and 7 for various punch inden-
tation problems.
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5. PUNCH-INDENTATION OF RECTANGULAR BLOCKS--PLANE STRAIN
5.1 General
The linear-elastic solution for a rigid flat punch pressed
against a plane surface of a continuum shows that the contact pressure
at the corners of the contact area between the punch and the material
beneath the punch assumes an infinitely large value or a singularity [6J.
In reality, such a singularity does not occur and a plastic,zone is
developed near this region in the early stage of loading. The theory of
plasticity has been used for the elastic-plastic solutions of various
punch-indentation problems [5, 34, 35, 36, 37J. In the past, slip-line
theory and theorems of limit analysis have been used to obtain the
maximum load carrying capacity of both concrete and metal blocks sub-
jected to a flat rigid punch [5, .34, 37J. Recently, the finite element
method has been employed to study punch-indentation problems of elasto-
plastic materials obeying the von Mises yield condition [35, 3~.
However, the complete solution of the punch-indentation problem of
a concrete block has not been obtained to date.
Herein, the complete solution to the punch-indentation of
a concrete block is attempted and the following aspects of problem are
studied: (1) The stresses and the contact pressure distributions;
(2) The elastic-plastic boundary; (3) The approximate spreading of yield and
fracture zones; (4) The displacement field; and (5) The load-deformation
relations throughout the entire loading history.
In addition, the punch-indentation problem of a linear
elastic-perfectly plastic material obeying von Mises yield condition
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is studied and compared with existing solutions in order to check the
validity of program EPFFEP. Additional numerical results which are
not available in the literature are also presented.
5.2 Statement of the Problem and Basic Assumptions
The elastic-p1astic-fracture behavior of a long rectangular con-
crete block as w~ll as the--elastic-pla~ticbehavior of a metal block un-
der symmetric double strips of rigid punch loading are·studie4~[~~g. 20(a)J.
The metal is assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic obeying the von
Mises yield condition and the mathematical constitutive relation of
concrete is assumed to follow the theory presented in Chap. 2.
The contact surface between the punch and the block is
assumed to be rough. The geometry used in the numerical analysis
is shown in Fig. 20(a), where b/w is equal to 6, h/b is 1, and w is
equal to 0.5". Because of the double s~etry of the problem, only
the upper-right quarter of the problem needs to be considered (Fig.
20(b)]. Since the regions underneath the punch has high stress gradients
and will eyentual1y deform plastically, a finer mesh should be used
in this portion. Four different element meshes are used to determine
the elastic response [Fig. 21J. It is found that Mesh III can not
capture the stress gradients, while the other meshes give reasonably
accurate results [Figs .• 22 and 23J and. agree well with each other.
The contact stress distributions between the punch and the block
[Fig. 22J and the stress distributions along the section AA' and BB'
[Fig. 23J are almost indistinguishable. However, near the corner B,
the differences of the stress distributions obtained from the various
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mesh sizes show up [Fig. 24J. Considering the computation time needed
[Table 3J and realizing that the high stress gradient region is very
much localized, either Mesh I or II instead of Mesh IV will be utilized
in obtaining the elastic-plastic solution.
5.3 Punch-Indentation of Metal Blocks under Plane Strain Condition
The problem considered here is shown in Fig. 20. The
material is assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic obeying the von
Mises yield condition. Young's modulus, E, is 10,000 kst, Poisson's
ratio, u, is 0.33, and the yield stress in simple tension, a , is
o
13 ksi. These values approximate the static stress-strain curve for
commercially pure aluminum 1100-0.
With the element idealization as shown in Fig. 2l(b), the
numerical solutions to the problem-are obtained by the use of the pro-
gram EPFFEP described in Chap. 4. The numerical results are presented,'
in Figs. 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29.
Figure 25 shows a typical load-deflection curve obtained.
As anticipated, nonlinear behavior occurs at a very early stage of
loading. From the initial yield point to point b, the stiffness de-
creases only slightly. This is due to the fact that the plastic zone
is still localized around the punch corner B [Fig. 26{a)]. In Fig. 26,
the numeral in an element indicates the order in which the element yields
during the loading interval in question and the dark area indicates
elements already yielded before the loading interval. As the loading
increases, the plastic zone spreads through the medium and the stiffness
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decreases sharply. After point g of Fig. 25, a slight increase of
loading (3.9% of the total load) causes extremely large deformations
(48.54% of the total deformation). The collapse load, 2(2+n)wcr /13,
o
agrees with the solution obtained by Drucker and Chen by using limit
analysis techniques [37J.
The redistribution of vertical contact stress along AB and
the vertical reaction stress along A'e' are shown in Fig. 27(a) and (b).
At the initial yield point~ the ratio of the vertical stress at the
punch corner to that at the punch center is approximately 3.3. As
the loading increases and the region beneath punch corner B becomes
plastic, this ratio keeps decreasing. At point b and point c of
Fig. 25, this ratio is 2.2 and 2.1, respectively. Beyond point d, a
major part of the center region becomes plastic but the surrounding material
remains elastic [Fig. 26(c)], and this ratio starts to increase again.
At poin~s d, e, f, and g, this ratio is 2.4, 2.8, 3.7, and 4.2, respec-
tively. Similar results can be observed for the redistribution of
the vertical stress along A'e' •
Figure 28 shows the redistribution of the stress components
cr and cr along BBl. It is observed that when the loading is largeyy xx
the stress components cr around region B' are decreasing while theyy
stress components cr at the same region are increasing. This explains
xx
why no unloading occurs in the" elements near the center portion.
It is also interesting to note that after a certain amount
of loading, the vertical stresses around point C' becomes tensile
instead of compressive [Fig. 27(b)]. If this were the problem of a
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specimen resting on a smooth rigid foundation, the separation of
specimen from foundation must occur if proper anchorage device is
not provided.
Figure 29 shows the displacement field at a load near collapse.
The material underneath the punch starts to flow and push the elastic-
portion outward and eventually creates a mechanism.
5.4 Punch-Indentation of Concrete Blocks under Plane Strain Condition
The mathematical constitutive relations for concrete proposed
in Chap. 2 are now used for the same problem described in the preceding
section for metal blocks. Here, the concrete is assumed to be a~dnear
elastic-strain hardening-fracture material. The material constants are
listed in Table 4.
With the element idealization as shown in Fig. 21(a), the
numerical solution to the concrete problem is obtained by the use of
program EPFFEP. The numerical results are presented in Figs. 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, and 35.
Figure 30 shows a typical load-deflection. curve of the con-
crete block loaded by the double punch. Again, nonlinear behavior
occurs at a very early stage of loading. The plastic. zone starts
beneath the corner of the punch and is followed by yielding at the
geometrical center of the block (this is probably due to the weak tensile
property of' concrete) [Fig. 31(a)J. In Fig. 31, the Arabic or Roman
numbers indicated in the elements show the order in which the elements
become plastic or fracture during that specific loading interval. The
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dark and shaded areas indicate regions already yielded and fractured
respectively previous to that loading interval. The stiffness of the
point b is reached. Though most of the elements under the punch have
load-deflection curve [fig. 30J does not decrease significantly until
become plastic at this stage of loading [Fig. 3l(b)], their stiff-
nesses are still very close to the elastic stiffness except for the
region directly beneath the corner of the punch where the stiffness
is very close to zero. This is probably due to the fact that concrete
is being idealized as a strain-hardening material instead of a perfectly
plastic material. When the loading is increased slightly above point
b, the element beneath the corner of the punch fractures, but the entire
concrete block can still take further loading. It is interesting to
note that some of the elements on the free surface have become plastic
[Fig. 31(c)] because of the weak tensile s,trength of concrete.
The ultimate load obtained is 2.22 f'w which is approxi-
c
mate1y 16% higher than that of the experimental value obtained by
Graf, o. [38J. Near the point of collapse, the region beneath the
corner of the punch is found to be completely fractured [Fig. 31(d)].
Failure is due to the fracture of concrete rather than the flow of
concrete which was the case in the punch-indentation of the metal
block described in the preceding section. Figure 32 'shows the stiff-
ness of the elements near the collapse load. The values given in' the
elements are the percentage of the stiffness of the elements near the
collapse load-to that of the elastic stiffness. Blank elements are
still elastic and the minus sign indicates elements which have been unloaded.
As can be seen, elements' beneath the punch have the stiffnesses either
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close to zero or less than or equal to 5% of the elastic stiffness.
Near the collapse load, the simultaneous equations of equilibrium
become singular and the solution to these equations cannot be ob-
tained.
The redistribution of the vertical contact stress along AB
and the vertical reaction stress along A'e' are shown in Fig. 33(a)
and (b). At initial yield, the ratio of the vertical stress near the
punch corner to that at the punch center is approximately 2.57. As
the loading increases, this ratio decreases and becomes 1.66 near the
collapse load. Figure 34 shows the redistribution of the stress com-
ponents cr and cr along BB'. The stresses everywhere in the concreteyy xx
block increase as the punch load is increased except near the region
where elements have fractured.
The displacement field of the concrete block near the
collapse load is shown in Fig. 35. The overall pattern is similar
to that of metal block except along the free surface of AC where the
material is stretched due to the rigid punch displacement instead of
plastically flowing outward as in the case of metal block.
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6. PUNCH-INDENTATION OF A CONCRETE CYLINDER--
PLANE STRESS AND PLANE STRAIN
6.1 General
A concrete cylinder subjected to two equal and opposite rigid
punches along a diameter (Fig. 36(a)) is frequently used as an indirect
method for the determination of tensile strength of concrete (ASTM -
C469-64T).
In 1883, Hertz solved the elastic problem of a circular
disk subjected to two 'equal and opposite concentrated forces acting
along a diameter [38J. Recently, Davies land Bose used the finite
element method to obtain the elastic solution of a circular disk
subjected to two segments of equal and opposite uniform load acting
along a diameter [39J. In Ref. 40, the maximum load carrying capacity
of a concrete cylinder subjected to two equal and opposite rigid
punches was obtained using upper and lower bound limit analysis tech-
niques. In that work, concrete was assumed to be an elastic-perfectly
plastic material obeying the modified Mohr-Coulomb yield condition
with non-zero tension cut-off [40J.
Herein, the complete solution of a concrete cylinder subjected
to two equal and opposite rigid punch loadings along a diameter is
attempted. The numerical results obtained are compared with the
linear elastic solutions and the experimental results.
6.2 Statement of the Problem
Herein, the p~oblem shown in Fig. 36(a) is solved using the
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constitutive relations proposed in Chap. 2. The material constants
are listed in Table 4. The contact surface between the punch and the
cylinder is assumed to he rough, and the geometry used in the numier-
cal analysis is given in Fig. 36(a) where w is equal to 0.5 in. The'
contact surface AB is assumed to be a horizontal' straight line rather
than a flat arc. Since the problem is doubly symmetric, only the
upper-right quarter of the cylinder needs to be considered (Fig. 36(b).
'Two different element meshes (Fig. 37) are tried in the
elastic case. It is found that the stresses and displacements are
almost indistinguishable. Mesh I is adopted for both the plane stress
and plane strain solutions of the problem because it requires less
computation time.
Figure 38 shows the elastic stress distributions along AA'
and BB' for the case when the rigid punches are applied. Figure 39
shows the counterpart of Fig. 38 for the uniform loading case. The
stress distributions for both cases are found to be almost identical
except near the regions of loading. For the case of uniform load,
the critical point is found to be near the center of the uniform
load, A. For the case of rigid punches, the critical point is found
to be near the punch corner, B. Stress distributions for the case
of uniform loading as shown in Fig. 39 are also compared with the
numerical results reported in Refs. 38 and 39.and the deviation between
the vertical and horizontal stresses on the central three-fourths of the
diameter obtained herein and Refs. 38 and 39 is approximately 5%.
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6.3 Plane Stress Solution
Figure 40 shows a typical load-deflection curve of the
problem for the plane stress condition. The corresponding elastic-
plastic-fracture zones near the collapse load are shown in Fig. 41.
The dark area in the figure indicates the plastic zone, the shaded
area denotes the fracture zone, and the minus sign indicates those
elements which have unloaded from a previous plastic state. Non-
linear behavior is seen to occur at a very early state of loading
(P = 0.484 f'w), whereas the collapse load is 1.304 f'w (Fig. 40).
c c
Failure of the cylinder is due to local fracture and softening of the
region under punch while the overall behavior of the cylinder is still
very much elastic.
The redistribution of the vertical contact stress along
AB and the vertical reaction stress along A'e' are shown in Fig. 42
for several stages of loading. At initial yield, marked I in Fig. 40,
the ratio of the vertical stress at the punch corner to that of the
punch center is approximately 2.17. This ratio decreases steadily
when the loading increases and becomes 1.189 near the collapse load.
Figures 43 and 44 show the corresponding redistribution of the hori-
zontal and vertical stress components, cr and cr ,along BB' and AA' ~
xx yy
6.4 Plane Strain Solution
Figure 45 shows a typical load-deflection curve of the
problem for the plane strain condition. Nonlinear behavior of the
curve is seen to occur at a very early stage of loading (P = 0.752
f'w). Yielding starts beneath the corner of the punch, (Fig. 46(a»,
c
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and the spreading of the plastic zone is seen to be limited to the
area around the punch until a crack is developed at corner B (Fig.
46(b». Here, as in the preceding· presentation, the numerals in the
elements indicate the order in which the elements become plastic or
fracture during the loading interval in question, and the dark and
shaded areas indicate the regions already yielded and fractured pre-
vious to that loading interval. After initiation of the first crack,
the region at the geometrical center becomes plastic very quickly
(the loading only increases about 5% of the total load) (Fig. 46(c»)
and the plastic zone keeps on s~reading as the load increases (Fig.
46(d». When the loading is about 78% of the total load (point C
on the load-deflection curve), the crack beneath the corner of the
punch starts to propagate while the plastic zone keeps on spreading.
Finally, when most of the elements underneath the punch corner have
fractured, the simultaneous equations of equilibrium become singular
and a solution to the equations cannot be obtained. The maximum load
obtained is 2.81 f'w.
c
The redistribution of the vertical contact stress along AB
and the'vertical reaction stress along A'C' are shown in Fig. 47. At
the initial. yield load (point marked I at Fig. 45) the ratio of the
vertical stress at the punch corner to that at the punch center is
about 2.18. As the loading increases, this ratio decreases and be-
comes 1.54 just before collapse. Figures 48 and 49 show the redistri-
bution of the vertical and horizontal stress components, cr and cr ,
xx yy
along BB' and AA'. The final displacement field near the collapse
load is shown in Fig. 50.
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6.5 Indirect Tension Test (ASTM-C649-64T)
The linear elastic solution of a concrete cylinder subjected
to two equal and opposite concentrated loads, P, along a diameter
shows that the stresses on the central three-fourth of the diameter
are:
cr == crTxx
(J = - 30-yy T
cr =
- 2UO"rzz
where 2p
crT = TTtd
t length of cylinder
d diameter of cylinder
and change rapidly to very large values near the loading.
(77a)
(77b)
If (J = f'T t
is adopted as the failure criterion, the tensile strength of concrete
can be predicted by
splitting-cylinder test is found experimentally to be about 50% higher
than the results obtained from the direct tension test [39].
2P
T = rrtd
The tensile strength predicted by this formula using the
(78)
In the previous section, the collapse load obtained from the
plane strain solution is 6.26 kips/in which is based on the direct
tensile strength of 0.401 ksi (for other values used in the analysis
see Table 4). By substituting the maximum load 6.26 kips/in into
Eq. (78), the corresponding tensile strength of the concrete is 0.666
ksi which is approximately 66% higher than that of direct tension
test, 0.401 ksi. This compares well with the aforementioned experi-
mental observation.
Denoting crt as the maximum horizontal stress on the loaded
diameter AA' (Fig. 36), the following comparison can be made:
p (upper bound from Ref. 40) (79a)crt = 0.548 .td
p (lower bound from Ref. 40) (79b)crt 0.728 td
p (ASTM) (79c)crt 0.638 td
p (Present) (79d)O"t = 0.679 .td
It can be seen that the present solution is bounded by the upper and
lower bound solutions obtained by Chen [40J using the limit analysis
techniques and is very close to the value obtained by ASTM.
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7. PUNCH-INDENTATION OF A CYLINDER--AXISYMMETRIC CONDITION
7.1 General
Recently, a new testing method, the double punch test, has
been proposed for the determination of the tensile strength of concrete
[41, 42, 43J. In this test, a concrete cylinder is placed vertically
between the loading platens of the test machine and is compressed by
two steel punches placed parallel to the top and bottom of the cylinder
(Fig. 55). The double punch test has several advantages over that of
the split cylinder test [43J. The formula for determining the tensile
strength of concrete from this test h~s also been obtained from the
theory of perfect plasticity by postulating concrete to be an elastic-
perfectly plastic material obeying the modified Mohr-Coloumb condition
with a small but non-zero tension cut-off [41J.
Herein, the punch-indentation problem of a metal cylinder
subjected to two equal and opposite rigid punches is first studied
and compared with an existing finite element solution [36J. This
is followed by a complete solution of the double-punch problem of a
concrete cylinder.
7.2 Statement of the Problem
The elastic-plastic-fracture behavior of the concrete cylinder
as well as the elastic-plastic behavior of the metal cylinder subjected
to two equal and opposite rigid rough punches along the axisymmetric
axis (Figs. 51(a) and 55(a» are studied. The material for the metal
block is assumed to be a linear elastic-linear strain hardening
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material obeying the von Mises yield condition and its associated flow
rule. The material constants used are the same as those of Sec. 5.3
or Ref. 36, except that HI is now 20 ksi instead of zero (H' =
[(38 ..S .. /2)/[(2d€.~ d€.~/3). The constitutive relations proposed
~J J1 1J J1
in Chap. 2 are used for the concrete material, and the material
constants used in the numerical study are listed in Table 4.
7.3 Punch-Indentation of Metal Cylinder--Axisymmetric Condition
The problem considered herein and its mathematical model
are shown in Fig. 51. The element mesh and geometry used in the
numerical analysis are shown in Fig. 5l(b) where R/w = 2.7, h/w = 0.6,
and w is 1.0 in. A numerical solution to the problem is obtained
by u~ing program EPFFEP with constant strain triangular elements.
The results are found to be very close to those of Ref. 36 using
a qu~dri1ateral element composed of four triangular elements.
Figure 52 shows the typical load-deflection curves obtained
herein and that of Ref. 36. Figures 53 and 54 show the elastic-plastic
zones at different loading stages from both works. Good agreement is
observed from these figures. The small deviations (about 10%) in
the two solutions are probably due to: (1) The elements used are
different; (2) In Ref. 36, it is likely that only one element is
allowed to yield at each increment, whereas herein several elements
are allowed to yield simultaneously at each increment.
7.4 Punch-Indentation of Concrete Cylinder--Axisymmetric Condition
The problem considered herein is shown in Fig. 55(a). Due
to the symm~try of the problem, only the upper-half of the cylinder
needs to be considered (Fig. 55(b». The element mesh used in the
numerical analysis is shown in Fig. 55(b) and the geometry us~d is
h/2R = 1, R/w = 4, and w = 0.75 in. (Fig. 55(a».
Figure 56 shows a typical load-deflection curve of the
problem. Nonlinear behavior is seen to occur at a very early stage
of loading (P = 0.61f' TIWZ). Plastic yielding s,tarts near the corner
c
of the punch. The spreading of the plastic zone is seen to form a
cone-shaped zone underneath the punch (Fig. 57(a» until a crack is
developed at corner B (Fig. 57(b». Here, as in the preceding pre-
sentation, the numerals in the elements indicate the order in which
the elements become plastic or fracture during the loading interval
in question, and the dark and shaded areas indicate the regions already
yielded and fractured previous to that loading interval. After the
ini~iation of the first crack, the plastic zone spreads extremely
fas~; for load increases of less than 5% of the total load, the region
near the geometrical center of the cylinde~ becomes plastic (Fig. 57(b)).
When the loading is about 80% of the total load (point C on the load-
deflection curve), the crack beneath the corner of the punch starts
to propagate while the plastic zone keeps on spreading (Figs. 57(c),
(d), and (e». Finally, when most of the elements underneath the
punch corner have fractured, the simultaneous equations of equilibrium
become singular and a solution to the equations cannot be obtained.
The maximum load obtained is 2.48 ft TIwZ which agrees rather well
c
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with the experimental values 2.64 ff nW2 [Ref. 43J.
c
The redistribution of the vertical contact stress along AB
and the vertical reaction stress A'C' are shown in Fig. 58. At the
initial yield load (point marked I at Fig. 56), the ratio of the
vertical stress at the punch corner to that at the punch center is
about 2.7. As the loading increases, this ratio decreases and becomes
1.6 just before collapse.
Figures 59 and 60 show the redistributions of the vertical
and horizontal components, a and a ,along BB' and AAf. The final
xx yy
displacement field near the collapse load is shown in Fig. 60.
In Sec. 4.3, reference is made regarding shortening the
computation time by allowing several elements to he yielded or fractured
solid curves and the points indicated by the cross are obtained by
allowing averagely 1.2 elements and 2.2 elements yielded or fractured
sim~ltaneously in each loading increment, herein the numerical comparison
Within the range from P = 2.26 to 2.64 ff nW2 in Fig. 56, the
c
is made.
simultaneously during each increment. The numerical results are indis-)
tinguishable while the computation time required in obtaining the former
one is only about half of the computation time required in obtaining
the latter one.
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8. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
8.1 Summary and Conclusions
In this dissertation, a loading function which is essen-
tially a combination of an isotropic expansion model and a kinematic
translation model is proposed as the basis for the development of con-
crete constitutive relations. Concrete is idealized here as an iso-
tropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic-strain hardening-fracture
material. The proposed loading funct1.on considers the strain hardening
and fracture behavior of concrete as well as the fact that concrete
tensile strength is much weaker' than the compressive one. In the two
limiting situations, the loading function represents the initial dis-
continuous surface and the failure surface of concrete. The proposed
loading function and the subsequent stress-strain relations obtained
therefrom show good agreement with experimental results (Chap. 2).
The incremental elastic-plascic stress-strain relationships
/for the three dimensional case and the special cases of axi-symmetric,
plane stress, and plan~ strain conditions are derived in Chap. 3. The
stress-strain relations are also written in matrix form so as to be
readily used in the matrix methods of stress analysis.
In Chap. 4, the finite element program termed EPFFEP is
developed in order to obtain elastic-plastic-fracture solutions of
various concrete punch-indentation problems.
Utilizing program EPFFEP, numerical solutions to plane strain
punch-indentation problems of concrete as well as metal blocks are
attempted in Chap. 5. The numerical results show good agreement with
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limit analysis solutions and experimental values.
An analytical solution to the problem of the splitting
cylinder test for the determination of the tensile strength of con-
crete (ASTM-C496-65T) is attempted in Chap. 6. The theoretical re-
suIts are consistent with the exp~rimental fact that the tensile
strength predicted by the splitting cylinder test using the ASTM
formula based on a linear elastic analysis is about 50% higher than
that predicted by the direct tension test.
In Chap. 7, the axisymmetric punch-indentation problem
of a linear elastic-linear strain hardening material obeying the
von Mises yield condition is first attempted and good agreement with
an existing solution is observed. This is followed by the axisymmetric
double punch problem of concrete and again good agreement with experi-
mental results are observed.
8.2 Recommendation for Future Work
The loading function and the stress-strain relations pro-
posed herein are found to be not only suitable for concrete and metal
but may .also be applicable to concrete-like materials, such as rock
or soils. If the proper material constants used in the loading
functions are determined, the present formulation and the program
EPFFEP may be used directly or with simple modifications to obtain
,solutions in thes~ areas.
The formulation may also be extended to incorporate the time
factor into the loading function to account for the creep effect.
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The present solutions may be improved by using more refined
elements and by considering a more elaborate fracture condition for
each fractured element instead of merely assuming the fracture stiff-
ness matrix to be a null matrix as is done in the present formulation.
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Table 1 The Influence of the Choice of-the Initial Discontinuous Surface on the Plastic Constants
'j2/(f')2
C A -'I (f') ,. 2/(£')2 a/f' f3/f'f If' o c o c c c
c c 0"1=0.303 0"1=0.444 0"1=0.606 0"1=0.747
0.300 0.022362 0.050402 0.094246 0.141907 0.08125 0.021875 0.805441 0-.063631
0.450 0.020855 0.048530 0.092333 0.140335 0.117818 0.049827 0.733820 0.081254
0.600 0.019389 0.046697 0.090450 0.138781 0.157091 0.088582 0.665025 0.098182
0.750 0.018159 0.045153 0.08854 0.137458 0.196364 0.138409 0.608023 0.112208
~ = 3.0 A = 0.261818
u
T 2 = 0.246061
u
Stress Ratio -1/0 Stress Ratio -1/-0.52 Stress Ratio -1/-1
(J If' Normality cr If' Normality cr If' Normality1 c 1 c 1 c
-0.3030 -0.1307 -0.3976 0.9903 -0.3515 I -0.5076-0.3939 0.7187 -0.5094 0.9849 -0.4570 -0.8318
-0.4848 0.8563 -0.6212 0.7454 -0.5507 I 0.8200
-0.5960 0.7524 -0.7579 0.8684 -0.6679 0.8857
-0.6869 0.8498 -0.8697 0.9219 -0.7851 0.7923
-0.7980 0.9835 -1.0188 0.8111 -0.9139 0.8852
-0.8485 0.9656 I -1.0933 0.9751 -0.9725 0.9354
-0.8990 0.9198 -1.1182 0.9695 -1.0077 0.9653
-0.9394 0.9682 -1.1927 0.9854 -1.0897 0.9975
-0.9697 0.9975 -1.2176 0.9561 -1.1248 0.9976
I I -1.0000J--l 0.9985 -1.2300 0.9145 -1.1600 0.9960+'
00
I. I Stress Ratio +1/0 Stress Ratio -1/0.204 Stress Ratio -1/0.052
a/ f ' .1· Normality cr If' Normality cr If' I Normality1 c 1 c 1 c
0.0309 -0.7295 -0.1491 -0.1333 -0.2461 0.8214
0.0473 0.0547 -0.1964 -0.0801 -0.3139 0.5503
0.0609 0.4531 -0.2255 0.0429 -0.3988 0.1138
0.0700 I 0.6148 -0.2509 0.2158 -0.4836 0.0435
0.0800
I
0.7173 -0.2909 0.5272 -0.6109 0.5656
0.0864 0.7534 -0.3273 0.7076 -0.7297 0.5525
0.0891
I
0.7637 -0.3527 0.7685 -0.8061 0.7136
0.0900 0.7666 . -0.3600 0.7797 -0.8400 0.7665
Table 2a Normality, f = 0.3
c
J
J--l
+'
\.0
I-
Stress Ratio -1/0 Stress Ratio -1/-0.52 Stress Ratio -1/-1
cr /f' Normality cr /f' Normality cr /f' Normality1 c 1 c 1 c
-0.6030 0.6771 -0.7788 0.9171 -0.6995 0.8524
-0.6935 0.8880 -0.8962 0.8836 -0.8044 0.7782
-0.7789 0.9895 -1.0013 0.7667 -0.8977 0.8713
-0 •.8291 0.9835 -1.0631 0.9487 -0.9560 0.9246
-0.8744 0.9421 -1.1002 0.9728 -1.0142 0.9744
-0.9246 0.9513 -1.1311 8.9640 -1.0667 0.9963
-0.9598 0.9948 -1.1744 0.9816 -1.1192 0.9979
-0.9899 0.9994 -1.2176 0.9479 -1.1542 0.9963
-1.0000 0.9977 -1.2300 0.9010 -1.1600 0.9960
Stress Ratio +1/0 Stress Ratio -1/0.204 Stress Ratio -1/0.052
cr /f' Normality cr /f' Normality cr If' Normality1 c 1 c 1 c
0.0543 0.2179 -0.2949 0.6493 -0.4854 0.0868
0.0629 0.4413 -0.3075 0.7026 -0.5403 0.3599
0.0719 0.6099 -0.3220 0.7497 -0.6078 0.6218
0.0805 0.7142 -0.3365 0.7790 -0.7260 0.5881
0.0850 0.7531 -0.3473 0.7937 -0.7725 0.6581
0.0877 0.7722 -0.3546 0.8011 -0.8062 0.7287
0.0891 0.7807 -0.3582 0.8042 -0.8231 0.7544
0.0900 0.7860 -0.3600 0.8057 -0.8400 0.7740
Table 2b Normality, f = 0.6
c
Table 3 Comparison of the Computation Required in the Elastic Solutions
of Different Meshes
Total Number Total Degree Central Process
Mesh of Elements of Freedom Time (sec)
I 234 280 14.357
II 294 246 20.706
III 174 214 12.635
IV 546 610 47.764
Note: 1. The computation is performed by CDC 6400 computer in Lehigh
University.
2. The element meshes are shown in Fig. 21.
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Table 4 Material Properties of Concrete
A A ,. 2 ,. 2 a S
0 u 0 u
~ (ksi) (ksi) (ksi2 ) (ksi2 ) (ksi-1) (ksi)
Compression
Zone 3 0.699 1.165 1.754 4.873 0.149 0.437
Tens ion-
Compression
Zone 3 1.215 2.025 0.107 0.297 4.260 0.759
Young's modulus ~ 3791 ksi
Poisson's ratio c 0.188
f ' :::: 1.160f'be c
f' = 0.090£'t c
0.054£'
c
f = 0.600f'
c c
f' = 4.45ksi
c
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